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Abstract
Video microscopy is employed to study the melting behaviors of multilayer colloidal crystals composed of
diameter-tunable microgel spheres confined between two walls.We systematically explore film thickness
effects on the melting process and on the phase behaviors of single crystal and polycrystalline films.
Thick films (>4 layers) are observed to melt heterogeneously, while thin films ( ≤ 4 layers) melt
homogeneously, even for polycrystalline films. Grain-boundary melting dominates other types of melting
processes in polycrystalline films thicker than 12 layers. The heterogeneous melting from dislocations is
found to coexist with grain-boundary melting in films between 5- and 12-layers. In dislocation melting,
liquid nucleates at dislocations and forms lakelike domains embedded in the larger crystalline matrix; the
“lakes” are observed to diffuse, interact, merge with each other, and eventually merge with large strips of
liquid melted from grain boundaries. Thin film melting is qualitatively different: thin films homogeneously
melt by generating many small defects which need not nucleate at grain boundaries or dislocations. For
three- and four-layer thin films, different layers are observed to have the same melting point, but surface
layers melt faster than bulk layers. Within our resolution, two- to four-layer films appear to melt in one
step, while monolayers melt in two steps with an intermediate hexatic phase.
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Melting of multilayer colloidal crystals confined between two walls
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Video microscopy is employed to study the melting behaviors of multilayer colloidal crystals composed of
diameter-tunable microgel spheres confined between two walls. We systematically explore film thickness effects
on the melting process and on the phase behaviors of single crystal and polycrystalline films. Thick films
(>4 layers) are observed to melt heterogeneously, while thin films (4 layers) melt homogeneously, even for
polycrystalline films. Grain-boundary melting dominates other types of melting processes in polycrystalline films
thicker than 12 layers. The heterogeneous melting from dislocations is found to coexist with grain-boundary
melting in films bewteen 5- and 12-layers. In dislocation melting, liquid nucleates at dislocations and forms
lakelike domains embedded in the larger crystalline matrix; the “lakes” are observed to diffuse, interact, merge
with each other, and eventually merge with large strips of liquid melted from grain boundaries. Thin film melting
is qualitatively different: thin films homogeneously melt by generating many small defects which need not
nucleate at grain boundaries or dislocations. For three- and four-layer thin films, different layers are observed
to have the same melting point, but surface layers melt faster than bulk layers. Within our resolution, two- to
four-layer films appear to melt in one step, while monolayers melt in two steps with an intermediate hexatic
phase.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevE.83.011404

PACS number(s): 82.70.Dd, 64.70.D−, 64.60.Cn

I. INTRODUCTION

Crystal melting has been studied for more than 100 years,
but many questions about melting mechanisms remain to be
answered [1]. Dimensionality, for example, plays an important
role in melting; three-dimensional (3D) crystals directly melt
into a liquid phase via a first-order transition, but the nature
of two-dimensional (2D) crystal melting has been richly
debated for decades [2]. In the popular Kosterlitz-ThoulessHalperin-Nelson-Young (KTHNY) scenario [3,4], 2D crystals
first melt into a hexatic phase and then melt from the hexatic
phase to a liquid phase via two continuous phase transitions
associated with the creation of dislocations and disclinations,
respectively. Since 3D and 2D melting are so qualitatively
different, it is natural to wonder about the melting behavior
of thin films. Do hexaticlike phases exist in thin films? Do
critical thicknesses exist wherein melting behavior changes
qualitatively? How do grain boundaries and other defects affect
thin-film melting, and where does melting start in single crystal
films without grain boundaries? We began exploring some of
these questions in a recent paper [5], and in this contribution
we describe further experimentation that supports claims of
Ref. [5] and introduces some different melting mechanisms.
Experimental investigation of thin-film melting is challenging. To date, a few atomic and molecular systems have
been experimentally studied [6,7] wherein a molecular thin
film is placed with one side on a solid substrate and the
other side in contact with vapor. Consequently, melting starts
from the film-vapor interface and progresses through the
film. Heterogeneous melting from grain boundaries, film-wall
interfaces, and other defects have not been studied [1], because
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they are overwhelmed by the surface melting mechanism.
Moreover, molecular thin-film melting experiments rarely
provide microscopic details with single-particle resolution.
Here we are concerned with where melting starts and how
the liquid phase nucleates and grows in thin films. Generally,
crystals are believed to melt heterogeneously via [1] (1)
surface melting from the interface between a crystal and
vapor; (2) interfacial melting from the interface between a
crystal and a solid substrate made of a different material, and
(3) grain-boundary melting from the interface between two
crystalline domains of the same substance. In this paper we also
show melting from dislocations in thin films of intermediate
thickness (5–12 layers). In all of these melting processes,
liquids nucleate and then grow into the bulk. Usually one
class of heterogeneous melting dominates and suppresses other
types of heterogeneous melting, even when samples are rapidly
heated.
Although heterogeneous melting is most often encountered
in experiment, most theoretical and simulation studies focus
on homogeneous melting. In homogeneous melting, surface
effects are assumed to be small and liquid nucleates in the
interior of a uniformly superheated substance without preferential sites. In practice, however, all materials have surfaces
and/or interfaces; moreover, in 3D, preemptive heterogeneous
melting is generally found to dominate homogeneous melting,
even when samples are rapidly heated. Thin-film solids are
different from their fully 3D analogs, offering experimenters a
rich variety of interfaces, grain boundaries, and other defects
which can affect melting. Thus, these media present us with
opportunities to explore many fundamental questions, which,
potentially have technological implications as well.
This paper investigates the melting behaviors of thin films
composed of colloidal particles. Colloids are outstanding systems for melting studies because the trajectories of individual
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particles are measurable by video microscopy. Melting of
2D colloidal crystals has been well investigated [8–12], but
melting of a 3D and/or multilayer crystals with conventional
colloidal particles has proven much more difficult to study.
For example, magnetic spheres can form crystals in 2D
confinement and their dipolar repulsions can be tuned by
the magnetic field [11], but in 3D they often aggregate. In a
different vein, colloidal crystallization has been studied (e.g.,
after shear melting in 3D [13] or driven by electric fields [14]),
but it has turned out to be much more difficult to drive
the equilibrium melting transition in a manner that permits
experimenters to track the process dynamically. Recently,
quantitative colloidal studies of melting have been shown to
be possible. A critical development in this regard has been
the fabrication of temperature-sensitive micrometer-sized N isopropylacrylamide (NIPA) microgel spheres [15,16]. With
these colloidal spheres, melting [5,10,15,17], freezing [18],
glass transitions [19], and jamming transitions [20] can be
driven by moderate temperature changes in a single sample
which tune particle diameter and thus colloid volume fraction.
NIPA colloidal crystals have been observed to melt from grain
boundaries via a first-order transition in 3D [15], and exhibit
a two-step melting process with a middle hexatic phase in
2D [10].
Multilayer colloidal spheres confined between two walls
are known to exhibit interesting crystalline structures. Hard
spheres confined between two walls exhibit a cascade of
phases: 1䉭 − 2 − 2䉭 − 3 − 3䉭 − 4 · · · as the wall separation increases [21–24]. Here n䉭 denotes an n-layer triangular
lattice, and n denotes an n-layer square lattice. The detailed
phase diagram of hard spheres of less than six layers has
been produced through Monte Carlo simulations [21,25]. In
our NIPA colloidal crystals, square lattices vanish at about
seven layers and spheres only self-assemble into n䉭 when
n > 7. Previous experimental work has focused on the static
structures of the thin films [22,23,26]; very recently we
began investigation of the melting behaviors of these thin-film
structures [5].
In this longer contribution, we report some qualitatively
new experimental observations, we derive more experimental
results to support the conclusions of Ref. [5], and we provide
more experimental explanation and historical/theoretical context for the work. The results in the paper include observation
of an interesting type of heterogeneous melting from dislocations, observation of the dynamics and interactions of liquid
lakes embedded in crystalline matrix, a clarification of wall
effects, investigation of different melting behaviors exhibited
by surface and bulk layers, and a reconsideration of 2D
melting experiments (in this system and other systems) which
demonstrates that heterogeneous melting is not a significant
effect (as has been previously speculated). We show again
that thin films with <4 layers melt homogeneously, even for
polycrystalline films (correcting incorrect terminologies from
Table I of Ref. [5]). The latter behavior is qualitatively different
from melting in 3D colloidal or molecular crystals wherein
preemptive heterogeneous melting is always dominant and
homogeneous melting is suppressed even for samples that are
rapidly heated.
The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we describe the
experimental method. Sections III–VI are primarily concerned

with melting of polycrystalline films. Section III is concerned
with thick film (>4 layer) melting. We describe the dislocation
melting mechanism and the dynamics of liquid lakes. In
Sec. IV, we review 2D melting experiments in colloidal and
granular systems, and we show that grain-boundary melting
and interfacial melting simply do not exist in these experiments
as has been previously speculated. In Sec. V, we show that
thin-film (two- to four-layer) melting, like 2D melting, is also
a homogeneous process, except that no intermediate hexatic or
tetratic phases are found. We also compare melting of surface
and bulk layers, as well as the effects of rough and smooth
walls on melting. Section VI shows that the buckled crystals
have the same melting behaviors as the normal crystals, with
the same four-layer critical thickness. Section VII is concerned
with single-crystal melting. We show that interfacial melting
dominates in single crystals of greater than 30 layers. In
Sec. VIII, we discuss the order of the melting phase transition,
and in the final section we summarize results and address a
few open questions.
II. MATERIALS AND METHODS

For these experiments, fluorescent (rhodamine) labeled
uniform (<3% polydispersity) NIPA microgel spheres were
synthesized and suspended in an aqueous buffer solution with
1 mM acetic acid. The microgel particles were sterically
stabilized; electrostatic repulsions between the weakly charged
spheres were negligible in the buffer solution. Particle potentials u(r) were directly measured from the radial distribution
function g(r) in a dilute (area fraction ∼10%) monolayer of
spheres [27,28]. A small bright-field image artifact [29] was
corrected at each temperature using the method described in
Ref. [30], so that both bright-field and fluorescent microscopies
yielded the same g(r) and u(r). Different batches of NIPA
spheres exhibited similar short-ranged and repulsive pair
potentials (see, for example, of one batch, Fig. 1). We define the
effective particle diameter σ from the relation u(σ ) = 1kB T .
For our quantitative experiments (Sec. V), σ varied linearly
from 1.27 μm at 24.1 ◦ C to 1.14 μm at 28.0 ◦ C. For more
qualitative experiments in the other sections, both this batch
and another batch (∼30% smaller) of NIPA spheres were
used, and both batches exhibited the same qualitative melting
behaviors. By increasing the temperature, we can decrease the
volume fraction and drive the melting transition. Solid-solid
transitions were not observed.

FIG. 1. (Color online) The pair potentials, u(r), of NIPA spheres
at 24.1, 26.0, and 28.0 ◦ C.
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Thick samples with more than 30 layers were loaded into
18 × 3 × H mm3 glass channels, where H is the distance
between the two parallel rectangular spacers. The flow of
the colloidal suspension during loading effectively annealed
several layers near the two glass walls into single crystals,
while the bulk layers remained glassy. We then increased the
temperature close to the melting point so that bulk glassy
layers also annealed into a single crystal after ten hours. Note,
imperfect flows and imperfect annealing can readily produce
polycrystalline solids (polycrystals). Polycrystals can also be
obtained by melting the film and then rapidly recrystallizing
it. The domain size within the polycrystalline film can be
controlled by varying the crystallization rate.
For thin samples of less than 30 layers, it is not convenient
to use spacers, so colloidal suspensions were directly added
between the two walls. Flow during loading was thus along all
directions in 2D, and the resultant samples formed polycrystals
with the domain size ranging from 10 to 500 μm. Thinner
samples had smaller crystalline domains. The sample thickness
was roughly controlled by the added volume of colloidal
suspension before we sealed the sample and fixed its thickness.
For example, a 1.5 μL colloid usually formed two layers
at the center and four layers at the edges of a 1.8 × 1.8
cm2 area. Wall bending was small (∼1–2 μm over 1.8 cm);
therefore, the local thickness could be taken as uniform over
an approximately 100 μm field of view. The glass surfaces
were rigorously cleaned so that particles would not stick to
the walls. Surfaces that were not thoroughly cleaned typically
acquired a layer of randomly stuck NIPA spheres; these
surfaces were used to study the effects of rough surfaces on
melting.
Finite-size effects are important in low-dimensional melting. In 2D, long wavelength critical fluctuations are responsible
for the continuous transitions in KTHNY theory. A recent
large-scale (with 4 × 106 hard disks) simulation showed
that 2D melting behavior is different when the system is
not sufficiently large [31]. In experiment, however, large
crystalline domains are difficult to obtain, especially in the
thinner samples. For example, the typical domain size in
our two-layer film was only ∼102 particles. To circumvent
this issue, we applied a mechanical vibration in the vertical
direction to samples near the melting point; this procedure
introduced a periodic flow inside the sample which effectively
annealed the polycrystalline solid so that its domains became
much larger, i.e., millimeter-sized domains with 106 particles
per layer for which finite-size effects are expected to be
negligible [31].
Before the experiment, we used the temperature controller
to cycle the temperature slightly below the melting point. This
procedure annealed some small defects away and released
possible pressure that might have built up during the flow.
The temperature controller (Bioptechs) on the microscope
has a resolution of 0.1 ◦ C. We increased the sample temperature
at a rate of 0.2 ◦ C/step. At each temperature, 5 min of video
were recorded in bright-field microscopy, 2–4 min of video
were recorded for each layer in confocal microscopy, and
1–10 3D confocal scans of the static structure were taken.
Video rates were 30 frames/sec in bright-field microscopy
and 7.5 frames/sec in confocal microscopy [32]. The particle
positions in each frame were obtained using standard 2D and

3D image analysis algorithms [33]. Note, the refractive index
of NIPA spheres is close to water so that we can see through
many layers of crystals even in the bright field [15].
III. THICK-FILM (>4 LAYERS) MELTING
A. Heterogeneous melting

For 3D crystals, surface melting at the crystal-vapor
interface is known to dominate other types of melt nucleation
processes [1,34]. If the crystal is fully enclosed by a solid
container, i.e., without a crystal-vapor interface, then it exhibits
either grain-boundary melting or interfacial (crystal/solidwall) melting, depending on which interfacial energy is
larger. Polycrystalline NIPA colloidal crystals confined by flat
walls are observed to melt only from grain boundaries, i.e.,
interfacial melting is suppressed [15]. In this contribution, we
show that such grain-boundary melting persists in thick films
with more than four layers [5].
Interestingly, in the present study we have discovered that,
when the film is not too thick (i.e., 5 to ∼12 layer), melting
can start from both dislocations and grain boundaries as shown
in Fig. 2. In Fig. 2(a), a grain boundary and a dislocation are
marked. As temperature is increased, liquid nucleates at both
the grain boundary and the dislocation [Fig. 2(b)], and then
forms a cylindrical liquid lake embedded in the crystalline
(a) 26.7 °C

(b) 27.4 °C

(c) 27.6 °C

(d) 27.8 °C

FIG. 2. (Color online) The heterogeneous melting of a 5䉭
polycrystalline film. Images are 2D slices taken from the middle of
the film. The liquid regions look almost identical in different layers.
(a) 26.7 ◦ C: The solid line near the bottom of the image highlights
the grain boundary and the ⊥ symbol highlights the dislocation.
(b) 27.4 ◦ C: Liquid began to nucleate at both the grain boundary and
the dislocation. (c) 27.6 ◦ C: The grain boundary has melted into a
liquid strip marked by the two solid lines, and the dislocation has
melted into a liquid lake marked by the dashed loop. (d) 27.8 ◦ C:
Liquid grows from lakes and strips of liquid. In equilibrium, the
entire crystal melts. Scale bar: 5 μm.
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(b)

FIG. 3. (Color online) (a) A liquid lake in a 7䉭 film. (b) A liquid
lake in a 5䊐 film. The Burgers circuits around the lakes indicate that
the two liquid regions have nonzero Burgers vectors, and thus suggest
that they were melted from dislocations. Images are 2D slices taken
from the middle of the film. Liquid regions look roughly the same in
all layers.

domain [Fig. 2(c)]. Eventually, this lake grows through the
whole sample at an even higher temperature [Fig. 2(d)]. The
experiments indicate that melting starts simultaneously from
every layer, whenever the dislocation has penetrated through
the whole film. If the dislocation only exists in a few of the film
layers, then the fluid was found to nucleate at the intersection
of the dislocation and the glass wall; subsequent invasion of the
bulk along the dislocation, and, eventually, a cylindrical liquid
lake is formed throughout the film. Although all dislocations
do not “melt” into lakes, all lakes were produced by dislocation
melting. Indeed, every lake we observed could be associated
with a nonzero Burgers vector (see Fig. 3), and if temperature
was decreased, then every lake we observed recrystallized into
a dislocation.
Dislocations were observed to melt more easily in thinner
films and in larger crystalline domains at higher heating rates.
For example, 12-layer films do not melt from dislocations
unless the heating rate is very high (∼0.1 ◦ C/sec), while
seven-layer films with domains of >100 μm always exhibit
dislocation melting, even if the temperature was changed by
only 0.1 ◦ C every 30 min. Hence, when the polycrystalline
films are as thin as five to seven layers with domains of
more than 100 μm, then the energy difference between the
grain-boundary melting and the dislocation melting becomes
comparable to the thermal energy and lakes can always be
generated. The lakes have irregular shapes without obvious
facets, suggesting low surface tension in all lattice directions.
Multiple lakes can be generated within one large crystalline
domain (see Movie 1 in the supplemental material [35]). The
Burgers vectors of two neighboring lakes in n䉭 crystals are
usually oriented differently by an angle of π/3, and occasionally π/2; they are never antiparallel, because such dislocations
readily annihilate before lakes are formed, especially when the
crystal is close to the melting point.
B. Lake dynamics

Lakes exhibit complex dynamics that are different from
the motions of dislocations. Dislocations mainly move along
the Burgers vector (i.e., gliding), and occasionally move
perpendicular to the Burgers vector (i.e., climbing) [4].
Dislocation gliding involves no change in particle number and

FIG. 4. (Color online) Two liquid regions gradually merge into
one. At (a) 0, (b) 80, (c) 230, and (d) 400 s. When the liquid regions
are within about ten lattice constants of each other, the crystalline
region between them can easily melt into a liquid tunnel, as shown
in (b). The dashed lines mark the liquid-crystal interfaces. These
images show the bottom surface layer. Other layers have the same
liquid regions.

hence can proceed rapidly, e.g., moving 1 lattice constant per
5 sec in our samples. In contrast, the diffusion of an isolated
lake is much slower, more random, and independent of the
direction of its Burgers vector. When a lake is situated within
ten lattice constants of a grain-boundary-induced liquid strip,
the two will deform toward each other [see the liquid strip in the
upper left corner and the lake in the center of Fig. 4(a)]. Eighty
seconds later, a liquid channel was formed between the lake
and the liquid strip as shown in Fig. 4(b). Ultimately, the liquid
channel became wider and the two liquid domains became
closer in order to minimize crystal-liquid interfacial energy
[see Fig. 4(c)]. After several minutes, the lake irreversibly
merged with the liquid strip as shown in Fig. 4(d). Finally
the liquid area transformed back into a smooth strip due to
the surface tension at the solid-liquid interface. The attraction
between a lake and a strip is stronger for larger lakes and at
smaller separation distances. Similar merging behaviors exist
between two lakes. The heating rate during the formation of
the lakes affects their mobilities and stabilities. Rapid heating
results in more lakes with more energetic drifts. At times, the
drift speed was so high (∼2 μm/sec) that the lake became
elongated or even dumbbell-shaped, while the area of the lake
was roughly preserved. Slow heating produces in fewer lakes
with very slow diffusions.
Note, this heterogeneous melting is different from the
conventional dislocation-mediated melting scenario [1,36,37]
in homogeneous melting. Dislocation-mediated melting
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theory describes a homogeneous scenario wherein more and
more dislocations are excited in the perfect crystal as the
temperature increases, which, in turn, further lowers the
creation energy for additional dislocations. When the creation
energy is sufficiently small, an avalanche of dislocations is
produced at the melting transition. The mobility of a dense
array of dislocations results in sample fluidity [1]. This
dislocation-mediated melting scenario, adopted in 2D melting
theories [1,2], is qualitatively different from our observations
of dislocation melting in 5- to 12-layer films.
C. The equilibrium phase

The equilibration times of our NIPA samples ranged from a
few minutes to several hours. Faster heating rates and thinner
films required longer equilibration times. For 5- to 12-layer
films with liquid lakes, it often took a few hours for the lakes to
diffuse and merge irreversibly into strips. The final equilibrium
state is the coexistence of large crystalline domains and large
strips of liquid. The liquid-solid coexistence regime in the
300-layer sample is about 6% in volume fraction [5], which is
close to the 5% coexistence regime (from 54.5 to 49.5%) in the
well-known 3D hard sphere phase diagram [38]. In Ref. [5],
we showed that the liquid-solid coexistence regime decreases
with the film thickness and vanishes completely at four layers.
IV. 2D MELTING

Speculations about 2D crystals have led to similar ideas
about edge melting (i.e., the 2D analogy of surface melting),
grain-boundary melting, and interfacial melting as in 3D crystals [1]. Evidence for edge melting at crystal-vapor interfaces
was observed in submonolayer molecular films [39], but, to our
knowledge, 2D grain-boundary melting and interfacial melting
have not been reported.
Here we review the previous 2D colloidal melting experiments in the literature [8–12,40] and show that grainboundary melting and interfacial melting did not occur in those
experiments. In fact, those experiments focused on testing
2D melting theories [3,4,41,42] rather than on searching for
grain-boundary melting and interfacial melting.
Note that both KTHNY [3,4] and the grain-boundary
[41] melting scenarios describe dislocation-mediated melting
[1] in single crystals. According to KTHNY theory [3,4],
the thermally excited dislocations are well dispersed and
preserve the quasi-long-ranged orientational order in the
hexatic phase, while grain-boundary melting theory [41]
predicts that dislocations condense into grain boundaries when
the core energy of the dislocation is lower than a critical
value. These grain boundaries disrupt orientational order and
preempt the hexatic phase. These theories can be conveniently
studied in simulations of 2D single crystals with periodic
boundary conditions, but real 2D crystals usually have edges
and grain boundaries. To test the 2D melting theories, most
experiments have approximated the central area of a large
polycrystalline film domain as a single crystal [8–10]. True 2D
single crystals have been produced by 105 magnetic colloidal
spheres via magnetic-field annealing (with some dislocations
but no grain boundaries) [11] and ∼600 millimeter-sized
steel balls achieved through Coulomb repulsion [40]. At

high densities, these particles can form single crystals due
to the confinement of the container boundaries. Suppose
2D melting is heterogeneous, then liquid should nucleate
at grain boundaries in polycrystalline samples (i.e., as in
Refs. [8–10]) and at container boundaries in single crystals
(i.e., as in Refs. [11,40]), and then the liquid should propagate
into crystalline domains and sweep across the field-of-view
along one direction. Such heterogeneous melting in 2D has
never been reported in experiment or simulation. Evidently,
grain boundaries and container boundaries do not form liquid
domains and suppress homogeneous melting in the bulk. This
qualitative difference between 2D (homogeneous) and 3D
(heterogeneous) melting can be clearly observed in Movie 2
and Movie 3 in the supplemental material of the present paper
[35]. In fact, if 2D crystals melt heterogeneously, they [8–11]
should not be used for testing 2D melting theories [3,4,41,42],
which assume homogeneous melting of a single crystal.
Apart from their different melting processes, 2D and 3D
melting have different phase behaviors at equilibrium. The
intermediate hexatic phase was observed in many 2D systems
including our NIPA monolayers [10], while the liquid-solid
coexistence without a hexatic phase [43,44] and the hexaticliquid coexistence [45] were observed in other systems. In
these coexistence states, or in the uniform hexatic phase, small
defects are dispersed uniformly without condensing into large
strips of liquid or lakes. This behavior is qualitatively different
from the liquid-solid coexistence in 3D melting.
V. THIN-FILM (TWO TO FOUR LAYERS) MELTING
A. Homogeneous melting in the x y plane

In contrast to the heterogeneous melting in thick films,
thin films (4 layers) melt homogeneously from everywhere
in the xy plane (i.e., the transverse plane). This behavior is
similar to that observed in 2D melting. Figure 5 shows typical
particle trajectories in the 2䉭 phase and the 3 phase as a
function of temperature. Notice, a slight increase in the sample
(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

FIG. 5. Typical 10 sec trajectories of the homogeneous melting
in 2䉭 [(a)–(c)] and 3䊐 [(d)–(f)]. Each figure is a subarea of a surface
layer: (a) in the solid phase at 26.6 ◦ C; (b) at the melting point of
28.6 ◦ C; (c) in the liquid phase at 28.8 ◦ C; (d) in the solid phase at
26.0 ◦ C; (e) at the melting point of 27.9 ◦ C; and (f) in the liquid phase
at 28.1 ◦ C.
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the liquid phase near the melting point. Thus we identified the
film phases in a layer-by-layer manner at each temperature.
Compared with 3D imaging by scanning the z direction with
confocal microscopy, the layer-by-layer 2D imaging has better
spatial and temporal resolution, substantially more data giving
better statistics, measurable dynamics, and the data afford
simpler analyses. As a check, we also measured the 3D-order
parameters [48] by confocal microscopy and obtained the same
melting point as in the 2D analysis.
In the 2D analysis, we first labeled each particle with
{xj ,yj ,t,ψ6j (or ψ4j ),ψTj } [4,10]. Here t is time:
ψ6j
FIG. 6. The 10 sec displacements of the surface layer in a 3䉭
sample exhibit stringlike motions at the melting point of 28.0 ◦ C.

B. 2D and 3D order parameters

The density profiles of thin films in the z direction show
that the particles stratify into well separated layers, even in

(1)

nnj
1  4iθj k
e
nnj k=1

(2)

or
ψ4j =

◦

temperature by 0.2 C causes whole crystalline structures
to break down from within the domains. At the melting
point, many defects and stringlike motions were generated
(see Fig. 6). Disordered particles form small unstable defect
clusters, but they never nucleate into large stable liquid
domains such as lakes or strips (see Movies 1–3 in [35]).
This distinguishes two- to four-layer thin-film melting from
typical 3D homogeneous melting in which the liquid nucleus
is generated at random sites, and then it rapidly grows once
the nucleus exceeds a critical size. Once the critical nucleus
is formed, it will dominate the melting dynamics. We did not
observe an obvious critical nucleus in our thin films, since a
large nucleus easily and often breaks into smaller parts.
Liquid thin films contain small crystalline patches in
equilibrium [see Figs. 5(c) and 5(f)]. Note, however, such
patches do not unambiguously imply a solid-liquid coexistence
because patches can also arise in dense fluid phases [10,46,47].
Indeed, we observed that small crystalline patches and liquids are not stable and constantly exchange particles. This
behavior is different from the coexistence of very large and
stable crystalline domains and strips of liquid. Perhaps, the
thinner films are more vulnerable to long wavelength density
fluctuations [2], and, below four layers, thermal fluctuations
become strong enough to break up large crystalline domains
into small patches and prevent small defects from condensing
into large liquid domains. These behaviors have also been
observed in 2D melting experiments and simulations.
The homogeneous melting of thin films in the xy plane
enables us to measure the structures and dynamics without
concern about melting effects from outside of the field of view,
e.g., from grain boundaries or edges (see Movie 2 and Movie 3
[35]). Our measurements were carried out on a (60 μm)2
(∼2300 particles) central area in a large ∼1 mm2 domain
obtained through vibration annealing. The vibration method
was not very effective for generating large domains of 2
crystals and some intermediate buckled phases [21], hence we
only measured the melting of 2䉭, 3, 3䉭, and 4 crystals.

nnj
1  6iθj k
=
e
nnj k=1

is the bond orientational order parameter for sixfold (or
fourfold) symmetry, and
ψTj = eiG·rj

(3)

is the translational order parameter for particle j at position
rj = (xj ,yj ). θj k is the angle of the bond between particle j
and its neighbor k. nnj is the number of nearest neighbors
of particle j . For triangular lattices, the nearest neighbors
can be unambiguously identified by Delaunay triangulation
(the average number of particle neighbors is six). For square
lattices, the average number of neighbors should be four; hence
nearest neighbors are further constrained to be those particles
within a distance of less than 1.2a, which is the midpoint
between the
√ lattice constant a and the second nearest-neighbor
distance 2a. a is measured from the first peak position of
the radial distribution function g(r). The translational order
parameter ψT is sensitive to the primary reciprocal lattice
vector G. We first estimated G from the peak of structure
factor s(k), then iteratively varied G around the initial estimate
to maximize ψT at each temperature in order to assign an
accurate G [10]. We use the G of the crystal phase as the
initial estimate of G of the liquid phase [10]. The global
order parameter is the averaged order parameter over all N
particles:
ψα =

N
1 
ψαj ,
N j =1

(4)

where α = 6 (or 4), T . ψα is 1 for a perfect lattice and
is 0 for a totally disordered liquid. Figure 7(a) shows the
global ψT and ψ6 in the melting of a 2䉭 film. The jumps
of the order parameters show that the melting point is
about 28.7◦ C.
The 3D orientational order parameter Q6 [48] is also shown
in Fig. 7(a). First we defined the neighbors of a particle i as the
particles that are within a given radius rq from i [13]. The rq
is chosen to be the minimum between the first and the second
peaks of the measured radial distribution function g(r) [13].
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where   is the ensemble average over all neighbor pairs (i,j ).
Q̄lm depends on the choice of reference frame, but it can be
used to construct the rotationally invariant combinations

1/2
l
4π 
| Q̄lm |2
.
(6)
Ql ≡
2l + 1 m=−l

(b)

(a)

Ql is independent of the choice of reference frame. We
use Q6 as a measure of the crystalline order. This order
parameter is large for all crystal structures [49] and small for
isotropic liquids. Although our films only have a few layers,
the surface effect appeared to be unimportant to Q6 . For example, Q6 = 0.575 for a perfect 3D face-centered cubic (fcc)
lattice [49], and is 0.595 for a perfect two-layer triangular
lattice. Nevertheless, it is the jump of Q6 , instead of the
absolute value of Q6 , that reflects the melting transition. In
Fig. 7(a), the Q6 , ψ6 , and ψT curves consistently yield the
same melting point.

(d)

(c)

C. Correlation functions

Different phases are characterized by the correlation functions of order parameters. The order parameters, ψ6 and ψT ,
can be correlated in space or time and yield four correlation
functions:

(e)

∗
gα (r = |ri − rj |) = ψαi
(ri )ψαj (rj ),
∗
gα (t) = ψαi (τ )ψαi (τ + t),

(f)
27.8 ° C

28.6 ° C

28.8 ° C

FIG. 7. (Color online) The melting of a 2䉭 crystal measured from
one of the two surface layers. (a) The 2D translational, and 2D and
3D orientational-order parameters, ψT , ψ6 , and Q6 , respectively, as a
function of sample temperature T and packing fraction φ. The vertical
dashed line indicates the estimated melting temperature of 28.7 ◦ C.
(b) Orientational correlation functions g6 (t) in time. Open symbols:
liquid phase; solid symbols: solid phase. (c) Orientational correlation
functions g6 (r) in space. (d) Translational correlation functions gT (t)
in time. Open symbols: liquid phase; solid symbols: solid phase.
(e) Translational susceptibility χT and orientational susceptibility χ6 .
The vertical dashed line indicates the estimated melting temperature
of 28.7 ◦ C. (f) Structure factors s(k) in the solid phase, at the melting
point, and in the liquid phase. [Note, (a)–(c) and (e) have been
reported in our previous paper [5]; we include them here to keep
the presentation coherent.]

The orientation of particle i to its neighbor j is specified by the
unit vector r̂ij . The global orientational order parameter [49]
Q̄lm ≡ Ylm (r̂ij ),

(5)

(7a)
(7b)

where α = 6 (or 4), T .
KTHNY theory predicts that both g6 (t) and g6 (r) approach
a constant in a crystal (long-ranged orientational order),
decay algebraically in the hexatic phase (quasi-long-ranged
orientational order), and decay exponentially in the liquid
phase (short-ranged orientational order). From the g6 (t) shown
in Fig. 7(b), we can clearly resolve a crystal phase below
28.7 ◦ C and a liquid phase above 28.7 ◦ C. The hexatic phase
characterized by the algebraic decay was not observed. The
g6 (r) in Fig. 7(c) exhibits similar behavior to the g6 (t), but the
crystal at 28.6 ◦ C appears to decay algebraically. We attribute
this observation to finite-size effects rather than a signature of
the hexatic phase. In fact, the g6 (t) at 28.6 ◦ C also exhibits a
power-law decay initially, but it becomes constant at longer
times.
In KTHNY theory, the translational time correlation functions gT (t) decay algebraically in the solid phase (quasi-longranged translational order) and exponentially in the hexatic and
liquid phases (short-ranged translational order). Figure 7(d)
shows that the gT (t) of 2䉭 decays algebraically below 28.7 ◦ C
and exponentially above 28.7 ◦ C, which is consistent with the
measured melting point.
D. Susceptibilities

Another signature of a phase transition is the divergence
(or discontinuity) of the order-parameter susceptibility χ . This
method avoids finite-size or finite-time ambiguity and is more
accurate than the methods described in Secs. V B and V C [10].
The susceptibility
 
(8)
χα = lim A |ψα2  − |ψα |2
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are noisy. In Fig. 7(e), both χT and χ6 peak at the same
point, which indicates a one-step transition without a middle
phase. In contrast, χT and χ6 of a NIPA monolayer (i.e., a 2D
system) diverge at different temperatures [10], which signals
the presence of an intermediate hexatic phase.

(b)

E. Three- and four-layer films

(c)

(d)

(f)

26.8 ° C

28.0 ° C

28.2 ° C

FIG. 8. (Color online) The melting of a 3䉭 crystal measured
from one of the two surface layers. (a) The 2D translational, and 2D
and 3D orientational order parameters ψT , ψ6 , and Q6 , respectively,
as a function of sample temperature T and packing fraction φ.
The vertical dashed line marks the melting point. (b) Orientational
correlation functions g6 (t) in time. Open symbols: liquid phase; solid
symbols: solid phase. (c) Orientational correlation functions g6 (r)
in space. (d) Translational correlation functions gT (t) in time. Open
symbols: liquid phase; solid symbols: solid phase. (e) Translational
susceptibility χT and orientational susceptibility χ6 . The vertical
dashed line marks the melting point. (f) Structure factors s(k) in
the solid phase, at the melting point, and in the liquid phase.

is the time fluctuation of the global order parameter in area A.
We calculated χ for subareas of different sizes and extrapolated
to the infinite-size limit [10]. Without such extrapolation,
the melting point can still be correctly measured, since the
position of the divergent peak of χ remains unchanged as
long as the finite-sized area is not too small. However, the
measurement of χ requires a lot of statistics, or else the results

Sections V B–V D referred to the 2䉭 film. 3 and 3䉭
films have similar order parameters, correlation functions, and
susceptibilities (see Figs. 8 and 9). The results for 4 are also
similar but are more noisy due to limited statistics and more
defects in the square lattices.
In 3 and 3䉭 films, the translational and orientational
susceptibilities peak at the same point (i.e., the same temperature/packing fraction), indicating one-step melting transitions
[see Figs. 8(e) and 9(e)]. Corresponding order parameters and
the correlations in Figs. 8(a)–8(d) and 9(a)–9(d) also yield the
same melting points. Note that the transition volume fraction
can correspond to different temperatures in different samples
because the initial volume fractions in the sample preparation
are slightly different.
If we assume that the susceptibilities are symmetric around
the peak, the divergent peak can be further interpolated to
0.1 ◦ C resolution. For example, in Fig. 8(e), the data points at
28.2 and 27.8 ◦ C are slightly asymmetric to 28.0 ◦ C. Hence,
the exact transition temperature is within 28.0–28.2 ◦ C and
28.0 ◦ C belongs to the solid phase as shown in Fig. 8(f). In
contrast, Fig. 9(f) suggests that 3 belongs to the liquid phase
at 27.9◦ C. This is consistent with the asymmetry of the χ4
curve in Fig. 9(e). Moreover, the steepest jumps of the order
parameters in Figs. 8(a) and 9(a) also suggest that the melting
temperatures are at 28.1 ± 0.1 ◦ C for 3䉭 and 27.8 ± 0.1 ◦ C for
3. Hence all measurements yield consistent melting points
with 0.1 ◦ C resolution.
In square lattices, the melting transition appears to be less
sharp than that of the triangular lattices. For example, the order
parameter in Fig. 9(a) decreases gradually and the correlation
functions in Fig. 9(b) do not exhibit a clear boundary between
crystal and liquid phases. We also observed that square lattices
have more defects and noise compared to the triangular lattices.
This observation is consistent with the fact that the (111) plane
of the fcc hard-sphere crystal wets the flat surface best [50].
Note that multilayer triangular lattices are fcc crystals with the
(111) plane along the walls, and multilayer square lattices are
fcc crystals with the (100) plane along the walls.
F. Surface layers versus bulk layers

The above 2D analyses in Secs. V B–V E are based on the
behavior of surface layers next to the walls. It is natural to
inquire about whether the behavior of all layers in the thin film
are the same. We found that bulk layers and surface layers melt
at the same temperature (see Figs. 10 and 11). For example, all
the order parameters, correlation functions, and susceptibilities
in Fig. 10 show that the melting temperature of 3 is 27.9 ◦ C
for both the surface and the bulk layers. For 3䉭, all the results
in Fig. 11 show that both the bulk and the surface layers melt
at 28.0 ◦ C, although χ6 of the bulk layer peaks at 28.2 ◦ C.
We attribute this difference of 0.2 ◦ C to experimental error
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(a)

(b)

(a)

(c)

(d)

(c)

(d)

FIG. 10. (Color online) The surface layers versus the bulk layers
in the 3䊐 sample. (a) Orientational time correlation function g6 (t)
of one of the surface layers. Open symbols: liquid phase; solid
symbols: solid phase. (b) g6 (t) of the bulk layer. (c) Orientational
order parameter ψ6 of the surface layer (open circles) and the
bulk layer (solid squares). (d) Translational susceptibility χT and
orientational susceptibility χ6 of the surface layer and the bulk
layer.

(e)

(f)

26.0 ° C

(b)

27.9 ° C

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

28.1° C

FIG. 9. (Color online) The melting of a 3䊐 crystal measured
from one of the two surface layers. (a) The 2D translational, and 2D
and 3D orientational order parameters ψT , ψ6 , and Q6 , respectively,
as a function of sample temperature T and packing fraction φ.
The vertical dashed line marks the melting point. (b) Orientational
correlation functions g4 (t) in time. Open symbols: liquid phase; solid
symbols: solid phase. (c) Orientational correlation functions g4 (r)
in space. (d) Translational correlation functions gT (t) in time. Open
symbols: liquid phase; solid symbols: solid phase. (e) Translational
susceptibility χT and orientational susceptibility χ6 . The vertical
dashed line marks the melting point. (e) Structure factors s(k) in
the solid phase, at the melting point, and in the liquid phase.

because the temperature controller has 0.1 ◦ C resolution and
the temperature is changed at 0.2 ◦ C/step. In fact, Figs. 11(a)–
11(c) show that the exact transition point is between 28.0 and
28.2 ◦ C.
Near the melting point, g4 (t) or g6 (t) of the surface layer
decay faster than the corresponding correlation functions of the
bulk layers [see Figs. 10(a) and 10(b) and 11(a) and 11(b)].

FIG. 11. (Color online) The surface layers versus the bulk layers
in the 3䉭 sample. (a) Orientational time correlation function g6 (t)
of one of the surface layers. Open symbols: liquid phase; solid
symbols: solid phase. (b) g6 (t) of the bulk layer. (c) Orientational
order parameter ψ6 of the surface layer (open circles) and the
bulk layer (solid squares). (d) Translational susceptibility χT and
orientational susceptibility χ6 of the surface layer and the bulk
layer.
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This difference in behavior is apparent in the videos which
show that surface layers disorder more rapidly than bulk
layers. Hence the surface and the bulk layers have the same
equilibrium phase, but their kinetic paths toward equilibrium
proceed at different rates.
Thin films (4 layers) clearly exhibit homogeneous melting
in the xy plane. For mono- and two-layer films, the melting
must be homogeneous in the z direction because there are no
bulk layers. For three- and four-layer films, both surface layers
and bulk layers appeared to melt simultaneously, at least within
our spatial, temporal, and temperature resolutions, but they
evolve toward their final equilibrium states at different rates.
This observation indicates that the melting in the z direction is
almost, but not perfectly, homogeneous.
We further explored the boundary roughness effect on
melting. If the glass walls are not rigorously cleaned, or the
NIPA colloids are not freshly dispersed, then NIPA spheres
will randomly stick to the glass walls and effectively provide a
“roughness” boundary condition. We observed that such rough
walls do not affect the melting behavior and the four-layer
critical thickness remains the same as that of the sample
confined by flat walls.
VI. MELTING OF BUCKLED CRYSTALS

When the wall separation cannot be exactly fit by either
n䉭 or (n + 1), close-packed spheres will form intermediate
buckled phases or prism phases [21,25,26,51]. We observed
buckled phases in films of less than ∼ten layers (see Fig. 12).
For films of four layers or less, the buckled phases occurred
in small domains, with each buckled region containing even
smaller martensitic stripe domains. Such buckled thin films
first appeared to form unbuckled crystals (i.e., normal crystals)
upon decreasing the volume fraction, and then these normal
crystals melted into the fluid phase upon further lowering of the
volume fraction. By contrast, buckled crystals of five to eight

layers remain buckled, even in the solid/liquid coexistence
regime (see Fig. 12), an effect we found somewhat surprising.
The melting behaviors (i.e., melting pathways) were basically
the same for buckled and normal thin-film crystals (e.g.,
melting from grain boundaries and dislocations as shown in
Fig. 12 in thick films, and from everywhere in thin films).
VII. SINGLE-CRYSTAL MELTING

3D (∼300 layers) NIPA colloidal polycrystals confined
between flat walls have been demonstrated to melt from grain
boundaries [15]. Where does melting start if we employ a
single crystal without grain boundaries? This question was
raised in Ref. [52]. Here we address this question. To this end
we fabricated centimeter-sized single-crystal films with more
than 30 layers as described in Sec. II. The single crystals only
melted from the film-wall interfaces, and then the liquid phases
progress through the bulk. Melting from other defects appears
to be completely suppressed by this interfacial melting.
It is similarly interesting to consider whether interfacial
melting can suppress dislocation melting in thinner films.
For 5- to ∼12-layer polycrystalline films, we have found
that dislocation melting can coexist with the grain-boundary
melting, and that interfacial melting is suppressed in this
regime. Hence nature’s preference for the three types of
heterogeneous melting might be ordered as follows: grainboundary melting > or
dislocation melting > interfacial
melting in 5- to 12-layer films. Consequently, dislocation
melting might be able to dominate and suppress the interfacial
melting in 5- to 12-layer single crystals. Note, a single crystal
can contain defects such as vacancies and dislocations, but
not grain boundaries. Since > 30-layer single-crystal films are
dominated by interfacial melting, another “critical thickness”
might be expected between 12 and 30 layers. Dislocation melting dominates below this critical thickness, while interfacial
melting dominates above the critical thickness. This critical
thickness could be explored experimentally, if single-crystal
films thinner than 30 layers could be fabricated.
VIII. ORDER OF THE PHASE TRANSITIONS

FIG. 12. (Color online) Lakes in the eight-layer buckled crystalline film. The parallel stripes reflect the buckling. The upper left
corner without stripes is normal crystal. The buckling remains in the
solid/liquid coexistence regime. Again, images are 2D slices from
the middle of the film. Liquid regions look about the same in all
layers.

The coexistence of two phases is a signature of the
first-order phase transition because finite latent heat cannot
be instantaneously transferred between the system and the
environment. Therefore the melting of thick films is clearly a
strong first-order transition. In thin-film melting (4 layers),
we did not observe the coexistence of large solid and liquid
domains within our temperature resolution, hence one is
tempted to suggest that the transition in this case is either
continuous or weakly first order.
The order of the phase transition can, in principle, be
deduced from the shape of the susceptibility curve [53].
If the two curves on the left- and right-hand-sides of
the peak have the same asymptotic temperature, then the
transition is continuous; otherwise, it is first order [53].
In other words, the susceptibilities around the peak are
symmetric for a continuous transition but are asymmetric
for a first-order transition. Even though we have measured
the susceptibilities in this work, we cannot unambiguously
distinguish between first-order and continuous transitions due
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to the limited temperature resolution. Future work with finer
temperature control near the phase transition could enable us
to pinpoint the order of the thin-film melting transitions more
precisely.
IX. DISCUSSION AND SUMMARY

We have studied the melting behaviors in single- and
polycrystalline colloidal films. Thick films (>4 layers), thin
films (two to four layers), and monolayers exhibit different
melting behaviors [5]. For thick polycrystalline films of
more than 12 layers, grain-boundary melting dominates and
suppresses other melting mechanisms, and for films in the 5to about 12-layer range, the dislocation melting can coexist
with the grain-boundary melting. Thin films (4 layers)
appear to melt homogeneously (even polycrystalline films).
We reviewed previous particle-based 2D melting experiments
and speculated (based on our observations about thin films and
on the descriptions of earlier experimental results) that grainboundary melting and edge melting did not occur. Finally,
we observed that single crystals with more than 30 layers
exhibit only interfacial melting from film-wall interfaces. All
these features were robust across more than 100 samples made
from different batches of microgel particles. In addition to
corroborating and extending the work in our previous paper
[5], we note here that some of the terminology used in the
present paper was used with slightly different meanings in
Ref. [5](see note [54]).
The heterogeneous melting from dislocations generates
liquid lakes fully embedded in crystalline domains, while
grain-boundary melting generates strips of liquid. Over time,
liquid lakes and strips move through the sample and merge
together irreversibly. Faster heating can generate more lakes
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